OnCourse System
Administration
Reference guide
Aims and Learning Objectives
This user guide is for course administrators using the University of Bristol course
booking system ‘OnCourse’. On completion of this document you will be able to:
Set up courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand system roles (administrator, user, tutor, guest) and terminology
Set-up course templates (course titles)
Set up course schedules (dates) for single and multi-sessional courses
Assign resources (tutors and venues) to course schedules
Set course eligibility criteria (inclusions)
Set up reminders for administrator activities
Advertise courses online and by email
Know where you can get further help and support

Manage course delegates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the delegate self-service functionality of OnCourse
Manage delegate bookings, cancellations and waiting lists
Record delegate attendance after the course
Send emails to the delegates from within the system
Produce event sign-in sheets (rosters)
Identify and handle delegates who have special requirements
Check action and activity notifications
Understand how to use the reporting functionality of the system
Know where you can get further help and support

Other documents
Course tutors (trainers) should be given the OnCourse System Tutor: Practical Guide.
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1

INTRODUCTION TO ONCOURSE

OnCourse is the local name for the University’s implementation of a training management
system called Delegate Planner supplied by Dante Systems, a small local software company.
The main URL for OnCourse is www.cbs-bris.org.uk.
For training purposes use the OnCourse Sandbox www.cbs-bris-sandbox.org.uk.

1.1 Help and support
For system help and guidance or technical support please contact:
uob-oncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk
The system has its own online help at the top right of the screen. However, this does not
cover the University local system configuration and processes. This guide is more definitive.

1.2 System notifications
All course administrators who use OnCourse are added to a mailing list through which we
send important system announcements and updates. You will receive emails from oncourseusers@bristol.ac.uk in your normal inbox.

1.3 Outgoing mail archive
OnCourse communicates with delegates through email. We have set up all the system
standard email templates - those with the word ‘standard’ in their titles, such as All – Joining
instructions (standard) - to send a copy to a mailbox to which all course administrators have
access: uob-oncourse-archive@bristol.ac.uk
This can be useful to check which emails have been sent and what delegates have been told.
Please don’t delete emails from this historical audit trail.

1.4 Contact details and Terms & Conditions for delegates
The ‘Contact Us’ tab in OnCourse links to a list of course provider team details on the Staff
Development website. All teams should check periodically that this is up-to-date:
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/staffdevelopment/contact/oncourse-contacts/
Staff Development also maintain a general set of Terms and Conditions that delegates agree
to when booking their places (see 2.2 on page 10). Providers can tell delegates about their
own variations or additions to the standard T&C by using the ‘Further information’ field on
individual Course Templates – see ‘Course Page Layout’ on page 18).
https://www.cbs-bris.org.uk/Popups/TAndCPop.aspx
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1.5 Getting access to OnCourse
Asking for your team to use OnCourse to advertise courses
While new course provider teams can ask to be added to OnCourse, it is a very complex
system and may not be a suitable solution for you. Nor is it trivial to set up and use and will
require considerable commitment and at least 1 day of training for each administrator.
All requests will be considered by the OnCourse Working Group, which meets quarterly.
Guest access
Anybody can browse the available courses as a Guest, but only members of the University
can log in to book places and view their bookings and training histories. The log on link is at
the top right of the system home page and the login is through University Single Sign On.

All current staff and students should be able to log in and new starters are added regularly.
If somebody who should be able to log in can’t, contact uob-oncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk.
OnCourse retains the records of people who have left the University for five years. However,
they cannot log in and should make a note of their training histories before they leave.
Administrator, User and Tutor access
Additional privileges can be given to named people who work as:
•

•

•

Users. The Dante term for those who administer courses. Users can set up and
manage course descriptions, schedules (dates of courses) and delegates (guests who
have booked). They can carry out most of the tasks described in this document
except for a few things that require Administrator access.
Administrators. Every course provider team must have at least one person with
Administrator access. In addition to full User functionality, Administrators can delete
courses, and add and edit Resources (tutors and venues) and Sub-categories (the
advertised course programmes and their descriptions). Administrators also have
access to powerful ‘Maintenance’ settings may which affect the operation of the
system for all other teams, users and guests. Administrators should not touch any
maintenance setting that they have not been explicitly told that they can use.
Tutors (trainers), who can log in to view bookings on their own courses and record
delegates’ attendance afterwards (see OnCourse System Tutor: Practical Guide).

In this document the term administrator describes anybody who administers courses, and
the Administrator and User are used only when necessary to indicate their level of access.
To change to another of your designated roles in Oncourse:
6
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1.6 We only use some of the features of Oncourse
OnCourse is a complex and multi-purpose system designed mainly for use by commercial
training companies. The University has not configured all of its features or tested parts of
the system outside of the core functionality we need to administer courses online.
This document outlines the minimum functionality required to operate our standard
processes. If you experiment with features and fields, don’t automatically expect them to
work, or work as you think they might, or do anything useful in our context.
In particular, we do not use the financial and customer-relations oriented parts of the
system and many of the tabs on Menus, Course Templates and Schedules.
See Appendix 1 on page 69 for more details.
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2

GUEST VIEW – THE DELEGATE EXPERIENCE

Potential delegates (bookers) can view and select the courses they want to attend without
logging in, but if they log in they can also manage their booking and cancel places (so long as
they are not within a late cancellation period).

2.1 Viewing courses online in their Categories and Sub-categories

Courses are arranged within ‘Categories’, which may be further divided into ‘Sub-categories’
(or which may just present a list of course titles).

The categories roughly correspond to the course provider teams on the system, but are not
the same – a team can publish their courses under more than one category or sub-category.

9
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When delegates select a title they are given a list of dates (schedules) and may book their
place (so long as they are eligible to do so – see ‘Inclusions’ on page 17) and so long as the
course is not full (if it is, they may be able to join a waiting list (see Section 6 on page 41).

2.2 Booking courses online

The booking form asks about any special needs and requires them to agree to the Terms and
Conditions at https://www.cbs-bris.org.uk/Popups/TAndCPop.aspx

2.3 Standard emails received after booking
Confirmation email: At the point of booking the system sends the delegate a booking
confirmation by email.
Joining instructions: A reminder email is sent before the course (the number of days before
- often 14 or 7 - can be set by the course provider team in an ‘Activity’ – see 8.1 on page 55.

10
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Note: The confirmations and joining instructions are almost identical – a delegate will be
able to find their way to a course on the confirmation alone. The JIs serve as a reminder.

2.4 Viewing and cancelling bookings
The delegate can log in at any time in the future in order to view and cancel their bookings
and view their training record (attendance on past courses):
1. My Home > My Course Bookings

11
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3

SETTING UP COURSE TEMPLATES (TITLES)

3.1 What are Courses and Schedules?
Setting up a course in OnCourse is a two-step process. First, you must set-up the Course
Template (or just ‘Course’). This is the basic course outline that is then used as a source for
setting up individual instances (dates) of that course, referred to as the Schedule.
When creating the Course Template you supply that descriptive information that applies
over a whole series of dates, such as: the course code, its name (title), description and
objectives, target audience and prerequisites; and where to publish that information.
In the Course Template you can also supply default values for a range of course
characteristics and administrative functions, such as: the acceptable minimum and
maximum number of bookings; the course owner, administrator, and usual tutor; the
duration; how waiting lists are to be handled and the inclusions (delegate eligibility criteria).
Once a Course Template has been established you can ‘schedule’ the course (set up dates
on which the course will take place). The default values set on the Course Template will be
inherited by the Schedules but can be changed on individual schedules if necessary. When
scheduling you also add detailed information specific to each Schedule, such as the exact
training times and the Resources associated with the course (e.g. the venue, the tutors).
Changes made later to the course template are not reflected in existing schedules. However,
changes to the course page layout (course description) on the template are seen
immediately on the web booking screen.

3.2 Searching for a course template
1. Click Course > Course Templates.
• Click the Search for a Template magnifying glass icon.

•
•
•
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Set search criteria, such as Category, Team, a keyword in the Course Name and
whether the course is Active (Current).
Click Search.
Do one of the following:
o Click the Course title to open the course details.
o Click the Schedule Course icon to set up course dates (schedules)
o Click the Schedules icon to view existing course dates (schedules)
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3.3 Creating a new course template
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in as a User by changing your current user type.
From the ‘Course’ menu, select ‘Course Templates’ link.
Click the ‘New course template’ button.
Complete the ‘Main details’ tab form below:

Tips
•

•

•
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Do not show course on the web. When you save the course template it will appear
immediately in guest view even if it is incomplete.
You may want to untick this box until you have scheduled the course and are ready
to release it.
Leave this box unticked if you want to publicise the course only by email to a limited
audience (see 4.2 on page 26).
Course Ref (Course Code): It is essential to stick to your team’s course code
conventions (particularly the prefixes, for example, SD1ESC, BDC-PLAN01, ITS-EXL).
The prefixes will ensure that courses group appropriately in sorted drop-downs. You
may struggle to find the course otherwise.
Duration: is used by the scheduling engine to create the required number of day
schedules (that is, a three day course has three linked schedules). Therefore,
Duration expects a number, eg 0.5, 1 or 2, to no more than 1 decimal place. If
Oncourse doesn’t understand, it will give a warning when you click Update and you
will have to ‘Force the schedule’.
onco-1, November 2019

•
•

The contents of Duration is shown to delegates unless you (preferably) also supply a
Course Duration Override to display instead. For example, “5 hours” or “6 hours a
day for 3 days)”.
Min/ Max. Delegates can’t book once Max number is reached, but an administrator
can override this and add extra people.
Course Level is not normally used. Could be, eg Level 1, or Advanced. Not seen by
delegates.

4. Click Add/ Update/ OK and select any ‘Sub-categories’ that appear for the chosen
‘Categories’.

Tips
•

A course can appear in more than one category and sub-category. So, for example,
an ‘Optical Mark Reader’ course could appear in the ‘IT courses for staff’ subcategories ‘University systems’ and ‘Technology Enhanced Learning’. It could also
appear in the Academic Staff Development category. However, before putting a
course in an area that predominantly belongs to another team, check with them!

5. Click Update.
6. Return to the tabs at the top of the form.

7. If the course has standard times (e.g. it always runs 10am to 4pm) then you can set
this in the ‘Times’ tab, otherwise set the times on each individual schedule instead.
The most useful are the Start Time and Training End Time; we don’t normally use
the others.
8. You can optionally record any course charge in the ‘Prices’ tab, but OnCourse does
not administer charges itself (you need to check your team’s charge policy and
processes). A price recorded in OnCourse is there as a reminder only (it will show in
Schedule Availability).
9. Open the ‘Additional Details’ tab and check (and optionally change) these fields. See
image and Tips below.

15
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Tips
•

•

•

•
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Delegates go on the Waiting List for a specific course date (a specific Schedule). This is our
default mode of running and causes the system to offer a ‘Join Waiting List’ link to delegates
against every full schedule of this course. So long as Delegates on the Waiting List can be
automatically put on this schedule is ticked, waiting list people will be offered places that
become available (the most common reasons why waiting lists may not be working
properly is that it is not ticked). The alternative ‘Any course date (any Schedule)’ lets people
add themselves to a ‘general’ manually-administered list (BUT THE EMAILS MIGHT NOT BE
CONFIGURED FOR YOUR TEAM – DO CHECK). Waiting lists are coved in Section 7 on page 47.
Course Notes is used for administrator-only notes unless the email template All - Notes
field (standard) is in use for this course, in which case the text or html in this field will
be sent to delegates when that email is sent manually (via. Delegates & Printing) or
automatically (if automated via. the activity called Send notes field to delegates).
Registration close hours for online bookings. Delegates will not be able to book
online within this period before the start of the course. This is to enable accurate
rosters to be printed and the correct amount of catering or lab spaces to be set up.
However, some providers would rather allow people to be able to book right up to
the last minute if there are places available, so you can reduce this value. The default
72 hours is to allow for weekends. This can’t be altered on individual schedules.
Cancellation deadline. This is not an option you can set. It has been fixed for all
teams at 72 hours; after that, delegates must email the team mailbox if they wish to
cancel.
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•

Allow guests to enter Dietary/Special requirements. Makes fields visible on the
Booking Form. Special Requirements is intended mainly for accessibility needs.
Always tick ‘Special’. It’s probably best to keep both ticked even if there is no
catering on the course. This is because Oncourse will send an email to the team
mailbox if the Special Requirements field has been completed on a booking. If the
Dietary Requirements field is not visible, delegates tend to enter their dietary
requirements in it, generating the email unnecessarily.
See 5.4.Handling dietary and special requirements bookings.

10. Click Update.
11. Note how additional options now appear above the form tabs (colours added):

These options will allow you to complete the remainder of the master course template.
Ignore the tabs in RED. You need to understand the tabs in GREEN, which are described
below. Uncoloured tabs are optional and are briefly covered on page 6761.
Activities: There is only one default activity, ‘Send Joining Instructions to Delegates’, which
should not be deleted, though you can use the ‘Edit’ function to alter the number of days
before the course that this email is sent (some providers prefer 7 days – don’t set it to less
than 3 days because the day count includes weekends).
Note: Confirmation emails are triggered immediately upon booking and are not an Activity.
You do not need to set these up.
See ACTIVITIES on page 55.
5. Resources. If the course always has the same tutor or venue then it may be convenient
to add those resources at the course template level so that they are inherited by all
schedules, otherwise add the Resources to each individual schedule (see ‘Resources’ on
page 21). If you add two tutors, the first is the main tutor on the schedule.
• Select a Resource to add.
(See ‘Resources’ on page 21 for resource types)
• Click Add Resource to Course Template.
We haven’t investigated the use of the Resource Matrix option.
6. Inclusions: These determine who is allowed to book onto the course based on their
status (Staff, PGR, PGT or UG) or Faculty (currently just FMVS, for use by Biomedical
Sciences administrators only). If no inclusions are set then the course is open to all
members of the University, including undergraduates.
Use ‘Add inclusion’ to restrict the course to the named group(s) and then click the
‘Update Inclusions’ button.

17
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Tips
•

The following inclusion will restrict bookings to Staff and Research Postgraduates.

•
•

Inclusions apply only at course level, they can’t be varied for individual schedules.
Make sure the course is listed in the correct Category and Subcategory. Eg,
postgraduates are unlikely to find a course which is only listed in ‘IT Courses for
staff’, even if they are technically allowed to book it.
If you can’t target the group you want completely using inclusions, you can hide the
course from Guest view and send a booking link to the required people.

•

7. Delete Course is only available to the Administrator role. See 3.5.
8. Course page layout. Here you supply descriptive information about the course for the
delegates to read.

18

•

The formatting and position of the automatic headings is not currently very good, so
some people enter all the text and headings into the Course Aims field, formatting it
as they wish.

•

Click the pencil to edit the field contents in an html editor.

•

You must Save every section in this process AND click ‘Save Changes and Return’ or
CLICK HERE to Save… before you leave Course Page Layout or all changes may be
lost.
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Tips
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Web Notes fields should not be used – apply to the OnCourse Working Group if you
want one of these spare fields to be activated for a particular purpose.
You can copy and paste text but you may find it displays with a white background in
Guest view. To avoid this, use Edit > Paste as Text within the HTML editor. This will
strip out all formatting, including hyperlinks.
The titles of fields that are empty will not be displayed to guests.
The contents of non-blank fields will be mailed to delegates in their Confirmation
notice (if the default template All – Confirmation (standard) is used).
For / Special Requirements’ can be used to state your intended target audience or
particular requirements (other than prerequisite knowledge) that they should meet.
(or put this in Course Aims)
Course charges. If you charge for this course it is recommended that you supply the
details here so that the charge is clear and included in the Confirmation notice (you
can also put this in Course Aims).
Further Information can be used as you please’ eg to tell your delegates if your
Terms and Conditions differ significantly from the standard published ones (see 1.4
on page 5) or if they must bring something to the course (or put this in Course Aims).
When saved, view it as a Guest to see how it looks. Make it live to the web for a
moment to allow this.

3.4 Creating a new course by copying a template

19
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If you copy an existing course template, the new one will inherit all exiting features except
the Resources and the Course Ref (course title).
1. Search for and open the existing course template (see 3.2).
2. Click the Copy Template button.
3. In the New Reference box enter the new course code, ensuring you follow your team’s
standard naming convention to make the course easy to find on lists.
4. Click Copy.
5. Make all the changes required to create the new course.

3.5 Inactivating course templates
It is usual to make the course inactive (not current) rather than delete it. Course templates
can only be deleted by Administrators (see 10.3)
You can see inactivated course templates by unticking ‘Active Only’ in the Template Search,
and you can re-instate courses by ticking the template’s ‘Current course’ box.
To make a course inactive
1. Search for and open the existing course template (see 3.2).
2. Untick the ‘Current course’ box on the ‘Main details’ template tab.
This removes the course from the guest view and from the administrator’s ‘Course
Browser’.
3. Untick the ‘Current course’ box on the ‘Main details’ template tab.
This removes the course from the guest view and from the administrator’s ‘Course
Browser’.
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4

SCHEDULING COURSE DATES

Scheduling is the process of creating course dates (‘Schedules’) from your course templates.
The schedules inherit any fields set up in the course template, but you can change them in
the schedule (except for the ‘Course Page Layout’ which stays at course template level).
Note on Duration: The ‘Duration’ field set on the course template tells the scheduling
engine how many scheduled days need to be set up: e.g., a three day course will consist of
one master schedule (the Start Date) and two linked sub-schedules. If you see the message,
“The number of dates you selected does not match the course duration”, this either means
what it says, or it means that the scheduler cannot interpret the duration that you have
supplied: e.g. because it contains text (2 hours) or a complex decimal (0.25). If this happens
you can correct the ‘Duration’, or you can use the ‘Force Schedule’ button to set up the
date(s) shown in the ‘Dates to Schedule’ box.
Tips
• While you are setting up schedules (dates), either hide the whole course (see 3.5) or
tick Closed Course for this schedule (step 4 below). Reset these when you want the
course to display to Guests.

4.1 Scheduling course dates
1. Search for the required course template (see 3.2 on page 13) .

2. Click ‘Schedule Course’ on the course template listing (above)
or click the course title to go to the course template and then click the ‘Schedule this
Course’ button.
3. Select the required Resources from the drop down list. You can type the prefix or the
name to speed up searching.
Any resources you set up previously on the course template will already be showing at
the top of the screen, so you don’t need to add them.

21
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Resources: These are the tutor(s) and venue (room) linked to this schedule. The
University has implemented the following resource types:
TUI (internal tutors): Trainers who are members of the University (full or honorary) who
have their own delegate records on OnCourse and who can log in.
VEN (venue): A room or building in which the course takes place.
STA (staff): People who are associated with the course but not the tutor (for example, a
senior manager invited to give a presentation at the start).
TUE (external tutor): Trainers who are not members of the University.

(The following steps are given in writing after the next image.)

Set the Start and End Times.

22
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4. Tick Closed Course if you don’t want this specific schedule to show on the web (untick
again for ones you do wish to show).
5. Click a date (one date for a one day course).
Note: Dates with red borders indicate that one of your chosen resources is already
booked on that day, in Oncourse (it is not linked to Outlook or the Web Room Bookings
system). Hover over the date to see the details.
For a multi-day course
- Click all the dates that make up one instance of the course.
- OR Click the first date, then click Fill Dates ( on the right)
You will see the selected date(s) appear on the right.
6. Click Add Schedule to List to add the above date(s) to the list you are creating (at the
foot of the screen). This will carry over the same times and resources if wished.
7. Repeat the last two steps until you have scheduled all the dates.
When you have finished, check the list of schedules, at the foot of the screen, for
correct dates, times and resources.
8. Tick Book Resources, to book all chosen resources in the Oncourse system. You will still
need to book Internal Tutors them using Outlook Calendar, and rooms according to their
booking system.
9. If you tick Invite Resources, internal tutors will receive an email. This depends on your
local practice. Contact External Tutors using a normal email instead.
10. When you are ready to schedule all these dates, click Schedule Courses.
11. You will either be taken into the details of the one schedule you created, or if you set
several schedules, a list of them all will show, for you to click on one.
12. The schedule will have inherited any information that was set up on the course
template. Carefully check the ‘Main Details’ tab, ignoring the fields in RED.

23
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Tips
•
•

•

•

•
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Course Name. You can change this for a particular schedule. Eg ‘Excel’ could become
‘Excel for Library staff’ (which might be a Closed Course. See below.)
Status. The status can be Provisional, Confirmed or Cancelled. You can use
Provisional to flag to yourself and other administrators that the schedule has not yet
been finalised, then change it to Confirmed when you are happy with it. The status
does not affect whether the course shows on the web.
Notes is used for administrator-only notes unless the email template All - Notes field
(standard) is in use for this course, in which case the text or html in this field will be
sent to delegates if the template is sent manually or as an Activity. (Email uoboncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk if you are not sure which applies in your case.)
Closed Course: this tick box lets you hold back this schedule from the web even if
other schedules of this course title are visible to delegates. It can be used to hold
back a reserve date or to offer the date to a specific group (who must be booked
manually by a User).
Return to course. The red arrow next to the ‘Course Ref. No.’ takes you back to the
course template, from which you can return by clicking ‘View Schedules for this
Course’ (at the bottom of the course template)
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•

•

•

•

Now check and set the content of some of the additional tabs at the top of the
schedule. Ignore the tabs in RED. The tabs in GREEN may need to be checked.
Uncoloured tabs are optional and some are briefly covered in Section 10 on page 61.
Times: In the ‘Times’ tab you should see the schedule ‘Start Time’ and ‘Training End
Time’. Optionally, if you have break times/lunch time details these can be added
here if required - such additional information is not visible to delegates but is shown
to tutors on the ‘Course Report’ (see 6.1 on page 41).

Resources tab. You may have set these up earlier, but it is possible to do it here.
Before doing this, you would need to check if the resources are already booked at
this time. If you are using a room (eg Cabot and Brunel) which does not have
another calendar (Outlook, Web Room Bookings) that you can look at, you can use
the Calendar > Resource Weekly Calendar and enter a resource name.
This is also the place to Delete Resources (see right hand side of the resource row)
from a schedule.
Click Go to Schedule to return.
Location and Address tab. The full address of the Venue resource are pulled into the
schedule. It is good practice to check that those details are comprehensive and
correct because they are mailed in Confirmations and Joining Instructions. Resource
details can be added and edited by Administrators (see 10.1 on page 61).

13. Returning to the schedule screen, click the ‘Additional Details’ tab and fill in the fields
labelled in the image below. The closed course box can be checked if the course should
not display on the web. Do not attempt to use the fields in RED.
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Tips
14. When you are happy that the schedule is finalised, click the ‘Online Check’ tab. This
screen may, in some cases, help you understand why the schedule is not appearing within the
guest screens.

4.2 Searching for Schedules
1. From the Course Template list, the Schedules icon
. OR
2. From a template, click ‘View Schedules for this Course’. OR
3. From the ‘Course’ menu, select ‘Schedule Availability’. This shows bookings too (see
4.2 on page 26).
•
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Click the Search for a Schedule magnifier icon:

.
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•
•
•
•

Click Advanced Search.
Enter a Date Range and Team.
Consider choosing a Category and Show Cancelled courses.
It’s best not to tick Show All Days as you will still see a summary of the dates on
multi-day courses and can easily change resources for one date. Ticking it will show
subsequent days in a multi-day course separately and can look confusing.
• (Optional) click Advanced Column Filter and tick Course Ref, Spaces and Status.
• Click Search.
4. The results of any of the above methods look like the image below. You can use the
icons shown to go to the schedule or its delegates.

Notes:
Schedule. Click icon to view / edit schedule details.
Web. Displays on web if ticked.
Status. Can be either Confirmed, Provisional or Cancelled. These are choices set by a User in
the schedule.
Spaces. Available spaces on course
Places. Shows also minimum and maximum numbers of delegates the course may take and
places already taken on course; in the form min-max-places, eg 05 -10 – 6.
The colour coding of the Places is:
•
•
•

red = under booked,
orange = spaces still available (minimum numbers reached)
green = full.

Delegates. Click the delegates icon to view / add / remove delegates or print the roster.

Viewing schedules for courses longer than one day: If a course takes place over more than
one day, OnCourse sets up a separate schedule for each day. Different times and resources
(rooms and tutors) can be applied to the different days, as necessary.
The first day is the ‘master’ schedule to which additional schedules are linked. Whichever
schedule you choose, you can jump to the other linked schedule from it.
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Results of search for a schedule without Show All Days ticked:

Results of search for a schedule with Show All Days ticked:

4.3 Advertising courses by email (including ‘hidden’ courses)
OnCourse is intended primarily to promote your courses though listings in the online Guest
view, which are grouped into top-level ‘Categories’ (which roughly correspond to provider
teams) of which most are further divided into ‘Sub-categories’.
However, it is possible to give delegates a URL that takes them directly to a category, a subcategory, or a course (by email, or as a link on a web page that you maintain). That URL
should work regardless of whether that entity is visible on the Guest pages. You can’t give a
link to a specific date.
Closed courses
To get a URL for a course whose template has been set to ‘Do not show course on the web’
1. Temporarily untick ‘Do not show…’ and then:
• Switch to Guest view.
• Find the course.
• Copy the URL from the browser.
• CAUTION. Then remember to reset the course to ‘Do not show…’.
• Test the URL before distributing it.
Tips
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•

You can check whether or not a schedule is visible on the web, and the reasons, by
using the schedule’s ‘Online Check’ tab.

•

Some people prefer to edit the standard URL below, replacing the CourseRef shown
after the “=” sign (ITS-ACC13) with the code of your own course:
https://www.cbs-bris.org.uk/Guests/GuestCourse.aspx?CourseRef=ITS-ACC13
You can’t give a link to a specific date. If you want to direct different groups to
different dates for essentially the same course, you can create copies of the course
template, with slightly different titles. You can then send different links to book the
relevant courses.
Or, you can have one course with Closed Course schedules and manually book
people onto the correct dates.

•

Categories and sub-categories
You can provide a link to a category or sub-category by picking up its URL from Guest view.
It is also possible to have a hidden category or sub-category in which are listed one or more
course titles. However, these can be tricky to set up and we discourage their use. If you
really need this functionality then contact OnCourse Support (uob-oncoursehelp@bristol.ac.uk).

4.4 Cancelling a scheduled date
There are five stages:
•
•
•
•
•

Cancel the delegates
Email the delegates
Email the tutor
Remove the resources
Cancel the schedule

1. Cancel the delegates:
• Select a course schedule from ‘Schedule Availability’.
• Select the ‘Bulk Delegate Updates’ tab.
• Tick all ‘Confirmed’ and ‘Provisional’ delegates.
• Set the status to ‘Cancelled – course cancelled’.
• Apply this status.
2. Email the delegates:
• Select ‘Return to Delegates & Printing’
• Tick all those delegates, whose status is now ‘Cancelled – course cancelled’.
• In the Email Delegate section and select the template ‘All – Cancel schedule
(standard)’
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•

Click ‘Edit Then Send’ (rather than just clicking the envelope icon). Add your own
text to the message: eg, to explain the reason for the cancellation, whether you have
/ intend to arrange another date, and what else delegates could do to get their
needs met.
• When you are ready, click the Send icon.
3. Email the tutor:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Click the Resources tab.
Tick the tutor in the Invite column
In the Email Templates section, choose All- Tutor (*EDIT ME FIRST).
Click the black pencil Edit Then Send icon.
Enter explanatory text but don’t delete the merge fields.
Click Send Emails.

4. Remove the resources:
• Return to the schedule.
• Click the ‘Resources’ tab. The resources are listed at the top of the screen.
• To email the tutors about the cancellation:
o In the Invite column on the right, tick each tutor (not venue).
o Scroll down to the ‘Email Templates for Resources section and choose the
‘All - Tutor (*EDIT ME FIRST*)’ template.
o Use ‘Edit then Send’ to and compose a message.
o Click Send emails.
• Click Delete from this day on each resource (or the internal calendar may flag up a
clash if you try to re-book them for another event). Delete from All Days refers to
multi-day courses.
This sends an email to the User who booked the resources.
5. Cancel the schedule:
• Return to the schedule.
• On the ‘Main Details’ tab update the ‘Status’ to ‘CANCELLED’.
• Click Update.
See also RECORDING ATTENDANCE, page 41.
Deleting a schedule (rarely used)
It is usually easier for the User just to cancel the schedule (as above).
Schedules can only be deleted by Administrators (but not Users). Schedules cannot be
deleted if they have any resources, delegates or other objects linked to them. See 10.2.
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4.5 Moving or copying a scheduled date
It’s easy to move a schedule if no-one is yet booked on it.
If delegates are already booked, it’s recommended and easier to cancel the date (see 4.4),
emailing all the delegates and the tutor, with a new date and invitation to book.
If you really want to move the date:
CAUTION. This method automatically moves all delegates, tutors and resources so
ensure they available first, using Outlook calendar, and email them using the All - Mail
Delegate *EDIT ME FIRST template.
1. Select the course schedule from ‘Schedule Availability’.
2. Select ‘Change Days/Dates’ tab.
3. Select the date you want to move the schedule to.
4. Scroll down and click the ‘Move Schedule’ button.
5. Go to the Schedule and the Resources tab .
6. Click Are there any Conflicts. If there are not:
7. Click Book Resources.
Tips
•
•
•
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This works for multi-day courses but choose the start date carefully, or it may
schedule the later days at the weekend.
You can also copy a schedule or move one day in a multi-day schedule. The
instructions are on screen.
You can check in advance if the resources are booked in Oncourse on a particular
date (but you’d still need to check them in UOB’s other calendars):
o Choose the Calendar menu and click Resource Monthly Calendar Summary
or Resource Monthly Calendar Detailed. Set the month to see if the tutor
and room are already booked.
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5

MANAGING DELEGATE BOOKINGS MANUALLY

5.1 Searching for delegates
You can view the personal details and training record of any individual delegate.
1. From the Contact Menu, select ‘Find Delegate’.
• Fill in required details on the ‘Search for a Delegate’ screen.
• Try Surname and First Name.
• If that is not successful, try email address.
• You can also search by using % to represent unknown letters, eg %smith%.

Tips
•

•

•

The system holds a minimum of personal information (gender, contact details and
job roles) for all UOB staff and student records. These are uploaded from MyERP and
SITS nightly. We do not store telephone numbers. The training records of people
who have left the University will stay in OnCourse for five years, but they will not be
able to log in after they have left.
You shouldn’t edit most of the uploaded fields because your changes will get overwritten by the overnight data load. The correct way to update a person’s details is
through the relevant University system, MyERP or SITS.
The exception is that the ‘Dietary Requirements’ and ‘Special Needs’ fields are not
uploaded from University sources. This information is entered by the delegate on
their booking form and are held locally in the OnCourse. It will automatically
populate their future bookings, but they can change it.

5.2 Viewing a delegate’s bookings and training records
As this is an operation that applies to a named delegate, you need to do so via. the
delegate’s record, as follows:
1. From the ‘Contact’ menu, select ‘Find Delegate’.
2. Search for the delegate (see 5.1 on page 33) and click on their name to go to their
delegate record. You’ll see their Dietary requirements and Special Needs on this
screen).
3. Click on the ‘Training History’ tab to see their past and future bookings and attendance
record .
4. Click on the ‘Waiting list’ tab to see what schedules or courses they are waiting for.

5.3 Booking a delegate manually
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1. Search for the required schedule (see 4.2 on page 26).
2. Locate the schedule on the list returned.
3. Click the Delegates icon to view / add / remove delegates or print the roster;
or click the Schedule icon and select the ‘Delegates and Printing’ tab.

To add a named delegate:
1. Click Add Delegate.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Set up a search for the delegate by name or email address. See image below.
Click Refresh to search.
The delegate will be shown lower down, under Delegate List.
Click Add to Schedule next to their name.

4. After adding the delegate, click Return to Schedule. You will arrive on the
Delegates and Printing tab.
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5. CAUTION: When you manually book a delegate onto a course they will not receive an
automatic confirmation message. Following any manual operation, the necessary
communication has also to be done manually by the administrator. To do this:
a) Tick the delegate(s) you have just added.
b) Scroll down to the ‘Email Delegates’ section.
c) Choose the template ‘All – Confirmation (standard)’. Some options:
o Click the red ‘Preview’ icon if you wish to preview the message (note this will
uncheck the tick box as it means you will have navigated from the page).
o Click the black Edit then Send icon to edit the message then send it.
▪ Close the message: Template is protected and cannot be changed. It
means that your changes to this text apply only to the current email and
not to future emails created from the template.

▪ Don’t delete the merge fields such as ::CTitle:: ::CSurname::
d) When ready, click the red Send icon to send the confirmation message.
Tips
•

•
•
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CAUTION. You will be warned if this booking exceeds the schedule maximum
number, but manual operations over-ride maximum numbers and course inclusions.
You can also make a late booking (within the cut-off point for online bookings).
Special requirements. Click the Delegate name and enter details in the ‘Dietary
Requirements’ and ‘Special Needs’ fields. See 5.4 on page 36.
Emails have been standardised as far as possible across all teams. Those labelled
‘All – ‘ are the key ones used in most cases. Ignore any with other prefixes (eg ASD or
NWOW) unless you are told they are used in your team.
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5.4 Handling dietary and special requirements bookings
The delegate’s online booking form has fields for dietary and/or special requirements (as set
up on a per-course basis in the Course Template’s ‘Additional Details’ tab (see section 3.3).

Entries are stored in the delegate record in the ‘Dietary Requirements’ and ‘Special Needs’
fields. The same information will automatically show when they book future dates, but they
can change it.

Unfortunately, the system conflates these under the heading ‘D’ or ‘Disability’, both
meaning dietary/disability.
1. Use ‘Schedule Availability’ to find a schedule. A tick in the ‘D’ column indicates that
some delegate(s) have dietary or special requirements.

2. Click the Delegates icon to see the Delegates list, where the D column displays Y for
delegates with dietary / special requirements.

3. To see what the requirements are for all delegates, click the Show Reports button.
Choose the ‘Attendance List Req’ report.
Or, click one delegate’s name to view ‘Dietary Requirements’ and ‘Special Needs’.
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4. If there are accessibility needs, contact the trainer outside of Oncourse to let them
know.
5. The administrator or trainer needs to contact the delegate to discuss their needs.
Tips
•

Sometimes a delegate supplies a ‘spurious’ special need (e.g., ‘None’). You can
delete this from the delegate record so it won’t continue to show on schedules
forever. Never delete a real dietary or special need even if it is not relevant to your
course as it may be relevant to another course or other teams!

5.5 Special requirements emails
When a delegate books and enters text in the Special Requirements field (not the Dietary
Requirements field), this triggers an email to the Oncourse Team mailbox. The email
template is ‘All – Special requirements booking (standard)’.
The administrator or tutor should then contact the delegate to discuss their needs and to
make suitable arrangements.
If the facility is not working for you:
1. On the course template, click the ‘Templates’ tab.
2. Check the Templates tab on the course template is set up as in the image (the default
setting).

3. If it is not correct, follow the steps below the image.
• In the Special and dietary requirements email section, under Special Requirements,
tick Email Team.
• Do not tick anything else.
• Click Update.
4. If this does not fix it, contact uob-oncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk to check this functionality
has been set up correctly for your team.

Tips
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•

Don’t tick other options (email tutor, etc) as these have not been configured to
work.

•

We have not configured Dietary requirements to send emails (you check these when
ordering catering, not at point of booking).
The special requirements email is not sent automatically if the administrator makes
the booking; they (or the tutor) should take action independently to address the
situation.
Don’t try to send this email template manually – if you do, it will be sent to the
selected delegate, not to the team’s email address.

•

•

5.6 Reserving an anonymous place or places (Group Booking)
You will sometimes need to reserve a place for somebody who is not registered on the
system or whose name you do not know, for example:
•
•
•

somebody from another university
the manager of a new joiner may want to reserve a place for them before they start
a manager may want to reserve several places for as-yet-undecided people in their
team.

The Group Booking facility lets you reserve such places:
1. On the ‘Delegates and Printing’ screen, in Group Booking Qty, enter the number of
places you wish to reserve.
2. Click Add Group Booking.

3. The ‘Main Details’ screen opens. Enter the name of the requestor and an explanation in
the ‘Notes’ field.
4. Scroll to the bottom and click ‘Update’.
5. Scroll back to the top and click ‘Back to the List’ to return to ‘Delegates and Printing’. Of
course, you will not be able to send them an email from the system.
6. When you know their name (e.g., from the sign-in sheet), add it to the Delegate List.
• Go to the Delegate List

•
•
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Click ‘Edit Group’
Search for the delegate
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•

Click Add to Schedule. The Group Booking will be reduced by one and will disappear
when it reaches zero.

5.7 Setting up an external delegate with a new delegate record
If you know the name and email address of a delegate who is not on OnCourse (e.g., a
delegate from another GW4 institution) then you can set them up with a delegate record.
This has the advantage that they receive the standard confirmation and joining instruction
emails (though they will not be able to log in to OnCourse to cancel themselves).
To add a new delegate record:
1. From the ‘Contact’ menu, select ‘Find Delegate’.
2. Search for the delegate in case a colleague has already set up a delegate record for
them:
• Enter their Surname and First Name then click Search. If you do not find a record for
them, continue as below.
3. From the ‘Contact’ menu, select ‘Find Delegate’.
4. Enter their Surname and click Add.
5. In the Main Details form, enter their Title, First Name, Salutation (Preferred Name) and
email address and any other information you have. (You need a title or any emails will
be addressed just to their surname.)
6. In the ‘Notes’ field say why this record is here (e.g., GW4 external booking) and who set
it up (you!).
7. Record any needs in the ‘Special Needs’ and/or ‘Dietary requirements’ fields.
8. Click Add.
9. You can then manually book their place as described in 5.3 on page 33.

5.8 Cancelling a delegate manually from a schedule
Delegates will sometimes ask for their booking to be cancelled, often because they can’t
cancel themselves online too close to the start of the course (set globally across the system
at 72 hours, i.e. 3 days). This deters people from last-minute cancellation and lets course
providers implement any late cancellation penalties.
Cancellation statuses are listed in Appendix2 on page 71.
1. Select a course schedule from the ‘Schedule Availability’ browser.
2. Click ‘Delegates & Printing’ tab.
3. Click ‘Edit’ for the person you wish to cancel.
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4. Choose a cancellation status from the list and click Update.
5. Because you have made a change manually, the delegate will not receive an automatic
cancellation message. Following any manual operation, the communication has also to
be done manually by the administrator. To do this:
a) Tick the delegate’s name.
b) In the ‘Email Delegate’ section, choose the template ‘All – Cancel Delegate
(standard)’.
c) Click the Send (red envelope) icon.
6. If there is a waiting list and you wish the place to be filled, give them the status
Cancelled… and manually ‘Run Waiting List Process’ (see 7.3 on page 48).
Tips
•

•
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If your policy is to charge for late cancellations and you are not trying to fill the
place, use the status Did not attend if the person should be charged, or Did not
attend – excused if they should not be charged (eg if they are sick). See 6.3.
CAUTION: Remove and Replace (with another delegate) instead of ‘Edit’ will remove
the cancelled delegate from the schedule without an audit trail. Do not use except
when testing or in cases of genuine mistake.
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6

RECORDING ATTENDANCE
Creating delegate lists/rosters

6.1
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select a course schedule from ‘Schedule Availability’.
Select ‘Delegates & Printing’.
Scroll down and click ‘Show Reports’.
A pop-up will appear with the different reports available.

Attendance List produces a course sign-in sheet (roster).
‘Administration Report creates a delegate list that can be forwarded to the tutor in
advance for their information.
Attendance List Req allows an administrator to view any special requirements (do not
use this list as a sign-in sheet as this data might be confidential).
5. To save the ‘Attendance List’ to file for mailing or printing, click the ‘Export’ button and
chose Excel, PDF or Word.

Tips
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•
•

•

We can’t change the format or columns of the roster permanently, but you can
adjust it each time in Word or Excel if you wish.
It is important that tutors return their rosters, correctly filled in, after the course so
the delegate’s attendance can be recorded. You might want to set the ‘Activity’
called ‘Remind tutor to return the roster’ in order to automatically send an email to
the tutor (see 8.1 on page 55).
Administration Report. This report does not have a save to file button. To print that
report, right-click and select ‘Print’. To save the report to file (in Google Chrome),
change the destination from a printer to ‘Save as PDF’.

6.2 Recording attendance
It is important that attendance is correctly recorded soon after every course because the
delegates can see the status on their training records screen.
1. Select a course schedule from ‘Schedule Availability’.
2. You can update statuses on a delegate-by-delegate basis by clicking ‘Edit’ to the left of
their name, selecting a status, then clicking the ‘Update’ button.

3. Or it can be quicker to select ‘Bulk Delegate Update’. Be careful who is ticked before
you apply a status, it’s easy to make mistakes. Check the whole list at the end.

Tips
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•

•

•
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Status: Appendix 2 on page 71 lists the delegate statuses in use. All statuses can be
seen by delegates on their ‘My Course Bookings’ tab. So, it is important to set the
statuses accurately .
On-the-day joiners. Sometimes a delegate signs-in on the day without their name
being on the printed roster (because their place was reserved for them prior to them
joining the University, or because they just turned up on the day). Manually add the
delegate to the schedule in order to record their attendance. See 5.3 on page 33.
Internal Tutors can update attendance after courses but they can’t add delegates.
For more information see OnCourse System Tutor: Practical Guide.
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6.3 Charging for attendance, non-attendance or late cancellation
Depending on your local policy, you may charge for attendance or for non-attendance and
late cancellation.
Any such charges should be entered in Course Page Layout so they are seen by the delegate
in the course description when they book the course. Here is a real example:
“Course charges
Course fee: If you would like to attend this course you need to ensure that your line
manager has agreed to you booking a place. There will be a £40 charge to your
Division/Faculty. This will be deducted automatically via journal transfer upon
completion of the course. Please send your charge code details in advance of the
course to sd-course@bristol.ac.uk.
Cancellation fee: Your Division/Faculty will incur a £50 charge should you fail to
attend on the day or cancel your place any later than three full working days before
the course.”
Charging for non-attendance
To get a list of non-attenders:
4. Go to Reports> Course Reports.
5. Choose the report Delegate Course Report Extended.
6. Tick Show delegates not linked to a company (near bottom).
7. Select your Course Team and the range of course dates you wish to include.
8. Click Excel (at bottom).
9. Open the Excel file.
10. At the top of the Status Column, click the Filter arrow.
11. Tick the Status of interest, eg Did Not Attend.
12. Hide all the columns except CFirstName, CSurname, CDept, CourseName,
YourCourseCode and Status (unless you want others, for context).
13. For one line, copy the schedule number (TS…) from the YourCourseCode column.
14. Save a copy of this file. Delete it in a few days when you have finished all the steps
below.
Email the delegates
15. Go to Oncourse.
16. Click Course > Schedule Availability.
17. Click the magnifier icon to Search for a Schedule.
18. Paste the code into the Schedule Reference box (top left).
19. Click Search.
20. Click the Delegates icon.
21. Tick the names you wish to email.
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22. Choose the email template All – DNA charge (or IT – DNA charge for courses
administered by IT Services only). (This template is only available in the live system, not
during training.)
23. Preview then send the email.
24. Repeat for other non-attenders.
You may want to wait a few days before the next stage, in case the delegate, on receipt of
the email, wishes to challenge the charge or to request that it is taken from a different
budget code.
Inform Finance of the budget codes to be charged
You will now need to find the budget codes to charge then send a list to Finance. This
involves using MyERP.
25. From the Excel file, for the one delegate, copy the four-letter code from the CDept
column.
26. Log into MyERP at https://myerp.bris.ac.uk/agresso/
27. Go to Reports> Legacy Lookups> SYS58 Budget Code to EL2 Legacy Mapping.

28. Enter the CDept code into the Legacy EL1 search box.
29. Enter HF1000 into the Legacy EL2 search box.
30. Click Search.
31. Copy the budget code from the Budget Code column. This is the code you wish to be
charged.
Create a spreadsheet with a list of budget codes to be charged, your budget code to pay to,
and the values. Email to your faculty finance team (see
https://www.bris.ac.uk/finance/staff/contacts/)
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7

UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGING WAITING LISTS

7.1 Waiting list functionality
In principle, OnCourse can operate two different types of waiting list.
•

•

SCHEDULE WAITING LIST (Usual Method): A specific course date (specific schedule)
waiting list that allows a delegate to add themselves to a waiting list for a scheduled date
once that date becomes full. They can add themselves to up to 5 schedules of a course
title. If a place becomes available, it is automatically offered to the schedule’s waiting list
on a first-come-first-served basis and the potential delegate is sent the email All – Waiting
list offer (standard). They can accept or decline the offer, and if they don’t reply within 3
days then this is treated as a decline and the place offered to the next person in the list.
This method is ideal for automatically topping up a schedule and is configured as the
default method of operation. We strongly recommend using this method.
COURSE WAITING LIST (Rare method): Any course date (any schedule) waiting list
lets delegates express an interest in attending the course without specifying the date
they want, e.g. if you need enough people before setting up a course date (that is,
fill-and-run). However, maintaining and processing this waiting list must be done
manually, so you will also need to carefully manage delegate communications and
expectations. We don’t recommend this method unless you have a good grasp of
waiting lists in OnCourse. If you still want to use this, see 7.9.

7.2 Setting up schedule waiting lists
The schedule waiting list is set up in the ‘Additional Details’ tab of the Course Template, and
displays to delegates an “Add to waiting list” link against any dates that are full.
CAUTION: If the settings are different from below then the schedule waiting list won’t work.

Individual schedules should inherit a tick in ‘Delegates on the Waiting List can be…’, but
this should be checked, particularly if you think a waiting list is not working correctly.
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7.3 Manually running the waiting list process
When set up as above, the waiting lists function without any need for manual intervention
except in the case of manual cancellation or removal of delegates from the schedule by an
administrator. In that case, the waiting list process must be manually triggered:
In a schedule, on the Delegates & Printing tab, you can see how many people are waiting for
this schedule, and for other dates. At the top of the screen:

When a delegate status is set to ‘Cancelled…’, or a Delegate is removed, and the schedule
does not exceed its maximum number of delegates:
1. Click the Delegates & Printing tab t
2. Click the ‘Run waiting list process’ button.

This will mail an offer to the first person on the waiting list.
Tips
•

•

If you cannot see the ‘Run waiting list process’ button when there is a spare place
and a waiting list
o Try moving to another tab and back again;
o Check if the schedule has not been set up exactly as described in 7.2.
If you need to circumvent first-come-first-served then see 7.4 on page 48.

7.4 Manually circumventing first-come-first-served
To offer a place a particular person, rather than running the waiting list (first-come basis).
1. Click the link that says how many people are waiting.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Tick Book on the delegate to offer a place to.
Click Book Selected Delegates onto the Schedule.
Click OK.
In Delegates and Printing, set their Status to ‘Offered’
Email them from the template ‘All waiting list – Offer (standard)’.

7.5 Viewing a delegate’s waiting list
As this is an operation that applies to a named delegate, you need to do so via. the
delegate’s record, as follows:
1. From the ‘Contact’ menu, select ‘Find Delegate’.
2. Search for the delegate (see 5.1 on page 33) and click on their name to go to their
delegate record.
3. Click the ‘Waiting List’ tab, which shows courses they are already waiting for.
If they are waiting for a specific schedule (as opposed to a general waiting list), there will
be a schedule number in the Waiting for Schedule column.
Tip
The dates showing are the dates delegates added themselves to waiting lists, not the
schedule date.
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7.6 Manually adding or removing delegates on a waiting list.
Administrators have the discretion to manually add a delegate to a schedule (date) waiting
list or a course (general) waiting list.
1. Go to the delegate’s waiting list (see 7.5 on page 49).
2. Click on ‘Add to Waiting List’, or ‘Delete’, or ‘Edit’ to change details. If adding or editing
you will see the waiting list form.
3. Then select, as a minimum, the ‘Course’ and a ‘Priority’.
4. If the course has future dates and if you want to add the delegate to a waiting list for
one of those dates, click ‘Add to waiting list for schedule’ and select the date.
If you leave that field blank then they will be added to the general waiting list for the
course.
5. Click OK.
6. Click Update.
7. If you wish, click Delegate’s Waiting List to return to their waiting list.
Tips
•

•
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The priority (High, Normal and Low) is mandatory but is for information only, it does
not affect the operation of the automatic waiting lists. If a delegate adds themselves
to a waiting list online then a priority of L is assigned.
If you add a delegate to a Course (general) waiting list then they will not be offered
places automatically as they arise. A course (general) waiting list is maintained at the
administrator’s discretion and should be periodically checked and processed
manually.
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7.7 Viewing all waiting lists and emailing delegates
You can use the Waiting List browser to view all waiting lists for courses run by your team,
and filter them down by course category, course, delegate name, and other variables.
1. From the ‘Course’ menu, select ‘Waiting List’.
2. Set the Team in the filter criteria, then click ‘Refresh’.
If needed, add other criteria such as Course and refresh again.
• You can Export waiting lists to Excel or other formats
• You can email selected delegates by clicking Select Template.
Tips
•
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You can select a standard email template (use ‘Preview’ to find out what they say) or
you can mail a custom message to delegates by selecting the template ‘All – Waiting
List (*Edit ME FIRST*)’ and clicking ‘Edit Then Send’.
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7.8 Inviting delegates to a new schedule
If a course has built up a substantial waiting list, you may decide to schedule an additional
date and invite the waiting list to it.
There are potentially a number of ways to do this in OnCourse (for instance, you could set
up the schedule and add the delegates manually, or promote them from the waiting list
onto the schedule). However, we caution against adding waiting list delegates to new
schedules because you have no guarantee that they can make that date, and you can’t rely
on the invited delegates to cancel the place they have been offered out-of-the-blue.
Instead, we recommend that you just send an email to the waiting list to tell them that the
new date is available and let them book themselves on from there. To do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Set up the new schedule.
From the ‘Course’ menu, go to ‘Waiting List’.
View the waiting list for the course you have set up a new date for (see 7.7 on page 51).
Tick all the delegates you want to invite.
From ‘Select Templates’, choose, ‘All – Waiting list – New course dates (standard)’.
Optionally, click ‘Edit then Send’ and insert a link direct to the course (see 4.3 on page
28).
7. Send the email.
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7.9 Setting up course waiting lists (specialist functionality)
This allows you to decide whether to set up dates for a course, ie, if there are enough
people interested to warrant running a course or adding more dates.
1. YOU SHOULD CHECK THAT YOUR TEAM THINKS THAT COURSE WAITING LISTS ARE
DESIRABLE (some don’t) and that you can commit to monitoring them manually.
2. Unless it is already turned on, email uob-oncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk to request that
they enable the auto-email called ‘All – Waiting List – expressed interest (standard)’ for
your team. If you can’t see this email template you don’t yet have the functionality. IT
Services and Staff Development already have it.
3. In the ‘Additional Details’ tab of the Course Template, select ‘Any course date (any
Schedule)’ .
4. Deselect Delegates on the waiting list can be automatically put onto this schedule.

5. This displays a Waiting List button at top right.
6. It will also display “Fully booked” against any specified dates that are available and full
(as opposed to displaying an “Add to Waiting List” link against scheduled dates that are
full).
7. On adding themselves to a course waiting list, delegates will get the ‘All – Waiting List –
expressed interest (standard)’ email, which confirms that they are on the waiting list
and that you will contact them when dates become available.
8. You must therefore regularly monitor that waiting list, set up a new course date when
justified by the number waiting, and manually tell the waiting delegates that you have
released that date. To do so:
9. Set up the new schedule.
10. From the ‘Course’ menu, go to ‘Waiting List’.
11. View the waiting list for the course you have set up a new date for (see 7.7 on page 51).
12. Tick all the delegates you want to invite.
13. From ‘Select Templates’, choose, ‘All – Waiting list – New course dates (standard)’.
14. Optionally, click ‘Edit then Send’ and insert a link direct to the course (see 4.3 on page
28).
15. Send the email.
Tips
When you set up a new course date for people on the waiting list, we strongly advise that
you simply mail them a link to the course so that they can book themselves onto it (if you
book them yourself then you risk some of them not turning up because they can’t make the
date but don’t bother to tell you so).
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8

ACTIVITIES

‘Activities’ can be used as prompts and reminders to administrators to carry out tasks. They
are not used heavily in the University because they can be cumbersome to use and keep on
top of, but we use them for the two key purposes below, and you’re free to use them more
widely if you wish.
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Activities are time-offset relative to a schedule; they are to be carried out x days
before or after a course.
Their key use in the University is to schedule emails that will be sent out to delegates
at the appointed time.
The only Activity that is active by default sends the Joining Instructions to delegates
14 days before a schedule’s start date. We recommend that you don’t delete this
activity.
You might find helpful the Activity Remind Tutor to return roster which sends an
email to the tutor.
Some activities send automatic emails, like the Joining Instructions. Others are no
more than a reminder to an administrator that they should do something, eg Book
Catering; you might find this type are less useful than devising your own admin
system using Calendar, to do lists, or spreadsheets.
Activities are best set on a course template so they are inherited by schedules.
Alternatively, they can be added to a schedule.
Confirmation emails are triggered immediately upon booking and are not an
Activity. You do not need to set these up.

8.1 Setting activities
1. Go to the Course Template and select the Activities tab.
Active activities are above the line.
2. To change how many days before / after the date of the course schedule the activity
should be run, click Edit.
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3. Click ‘Add to Course’ to make others active.
Tips
•

•
•

You can ‘Edit’ the ‘Days’ offset for the Joining Instructions if you want them to be
sent nearer to the start date. Note, however, that the Confirmation email has the
same details as the Joining Instructions and will always have been sent at the point
of booking (not triggered by an Activity). Therefore, the Joining Instructions simply
act as a reminder.
If you wish, you could even add another joining instruction activity to give two
reminders.
None of the activities emails the administrator. If you want to see the outstanding
activities, eg Book Catering, you have to view the Activities list (see below)

8.2 Viewing and completing activities (optional)
You don’t need to view the activities list unless you choose to use it to remind you to do
certain tasks by certain dates, eg to order catering. If you do use it, you should look at it
every day and mark activities as complete when you have done them ( or when the date of
automatic emails has passed).
Activities that are due within 30 days (and going back 3 months from today) come through
to the Activities Browser, if they have not been marked as Complete. The list has a mixture
of automatic activities ( eg joining instructions email) and ones an administrator must do (
eg order catering).
1. From the ‘Course’ menu, select ‘Activities’.
2. When an activity has been completed (automatically or by you), tick it then click Mark as
Complete.
The Completed Date will be given as today. If you really want another date to be
recorded, use Edit instead.
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Tips
•
•
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If activities are ignored then past (Red) activities build up in the browser and make it
hard to see more recent activities (Yellow). If you use activities, keep on top of them.
Activities of type ‘Email’ (to delegates or tutors) are merely a confirmation that they
email will be or has been sent – you do not need to manually send the email.
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9

USEFUL REPORTS

We have not yet fully explored the OnCourse reports, but the most useful are described
below. If an administrator finds another report helpful then please let us know.
There are two types of report:
1. Course reports. These provide summaries of course take-up, waiting lists, etc. The most
useful of these appear to be:
Name

Function

Notes

Count Delegate
Booking Statuses

Counts all statuses assigned to
the named delegate.

Shows us ‘extreme’ patterns of that
may indicate overbooking or serial nonattendance (e.g., a person may have
booked 10 courses over a specified
period, or had 7 non-attendances).

Course Take-Up

Shows counts for each
schedule: Actual places taken
(excluding cancellations), places
left and numbers on the waiting
list for the schedule.

Does not show (a) past waiting lists
because delegates waiting for a
particular scheduled date are dropped
from the waiting list when the course
has passed or (b) course (general)
waiting lists (not for a scheduled date).

Delegate booking
status

Count of booking statuses
broken down by month.

Shows patterns of booking,
cancellations and non-attendance.
Confirmed statuses for past months
shows that attendance has not been
recorded.

Delegate Course
Report and
Delegate Course
Report Extended

Shows names, booking status
and characteristics of delegates
who attended named courses.
The extended report contains
more University-relevant data
(such as faculty membership).

You MUST tick Show delegates not
linked to a company, near the bottom
of the screen or report will be blank.
Good to export Extended report to
Excel to sort / filter and remove
unwanted columns. Eg, see delegates
with Status Did Not Attend.
In Excel, can do statistics eg no. of
staff/student /faculty /division
attending courses.

Resource days

Use statistics of trainer and
venue (room) resources

Derived from the OnCourse internal
calendar. Accuracy unknown.

Waiting list summary

Shows numbers of delegates
waiting for each course title.

Does not show (a) past waiting lists
because delegates waiting for a
particular scheduled date are dropped
from the waiting list when the course
has passed. Caution: The accuracy of
this report is in doubt – in particular, we
are unsure how it handles course
(general) waiting lists.
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2. Management reports (Administrators only). These provide statistic information such as
course occupancy and resource activity. These have not been tested.

9.1 Setting up and viewing reports
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the ‘Reports’ menu, select ‘Course Reports’ or ‘Management Reports’.
Select the report you want to view.
Set the parameters for the report filter.
For Delegate Course Report and Delegate Course Report Extended you MUST tick Show
delegates not linked to a company, near the bottom of the screen or report will be
blank.
5. Click ‘View Report’ at the top of the screen.
6. Optionally, scroll down to Export the data to Excel or another format.
Tips
•

The reports can be tricky to use. Data will only be shown if it matches all the
supplied parameters. Common reasons for a report not showing any data, or not
showing the data you want, are that the date settings are not correct, or you are not
viewing the right ‘Course Team’, or the report has remembered values from a
previous session. For Delegate Course Report and Delegate Course Report Extended
you MUST tick Show delegates not linked to a company, near the bottom of the
screen or report will be blank.
It can help to click ‘Clear all fields’ before you start, or to start again.

•

The on-screen report can be sorted by one column at a time by using in the row
header. However, most people use the screen report as a preview to check they
have the data they want and then export to Excel for more refined processing
To charge non-attenders: Run Delegate Course Report Extended for the required
period. Export to Excel and filter for Status = Did Not Attend.
Email your faculty finance team with a spreadsheet describing which budget code
the funds should be charged from and to for each person.

•
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10 ADMINISTRATOR-ONLY FUNCTIONS
10.1 Adding and maintaining tutor and venue resources (Administrators only)
Only Administrators can maintain resources, Users cannot.
Resources: These are the tutor(s) and venue (room) linked to this schedule. The
University has implemented the following resource types:
TUI (internal tutors): Trainers who are members of the University (full or honorary) who
have their own delegate records on OnCourse and who can log in.
VEN (venue): A room or building in which the course takes place.
STA (staff): People who are associated with the course but not the tutor (for example, a
senior manager invited to give a presentation at the start).
TUE (external tutor): Trainers who are not members of the University.
Setting up a new internal tutor
CAUTION. If the tutor is a member or honorary member of the University then they should
be set up by OnCourse Support, who can give them the required system permissions to
enable them to log in. If this isn’t done first then they may never be able to log in in future.
1. Mail your internal or honorary tutor’s name and email address or UOB username to uoboncourse-help@bristol.ac.uk asking for them to be set up as an internal tutor.
2. When you have received confirmation that this has been done, your team’s Administrator
should log in and check their resource record. To do this:
7. Click the ‘Maintenance’ menu.
8. Select ‘Resources’.
9. Search by typing their name in the Part of a Resource Description box. Click Refresh.
10. Click ‘View’ next to their name. See the next image for the expected information.
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Setting up a new external tutor
If your tutor is external (do not have a UOB username) an Administrator can set them up.
1. Click the ‘Maintenance’ menu.
2. Select ‘Resources’.
3. Check they are not already set up:
• Search by typing their name in the Part of a Resource Description box.
• Click Refresh.
4. If they are not listed, click the Add Resource button at the top.
5. Enter details as shown in the image above, but choosing Tutor-External and External in
the appropriate boxes.
6. Click Update.
Setting up a new venue (room)
Administrators can set up new venues themselves, as follows:
7. Click the ‘Maintenance’ menu.
8. Select ‘Resources’.
9. Check they are not already set up:
• Search by typing the room name in the Part of a Resource Description box.
• Click Refresh.
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10. If it is not listed, click the Add Resource button at the top.
11. Enter details similar to the image below.

12. Enter Capacity of venue.
13. Click Update.
Tips
•
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CAUTION. The Venue’s details are pulled into the Confirmation and Joining
Instruction emails that are sent to delegates and also appear on their online booking
forms. It is important to provide as much information as possible.
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•

Link to Venue. To get a link to a University campus venue:
a) Go to the Google University Map (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/maps/google/).
b) Choose a building from the list on the right.
c) In the pop-up window click ‘Link to here’ (you might need to scroll down).
d) Copy the resulting URL from the browser’s address bar.

•

•

Show Directions. Contrary to the resource screen, we do not think that details such
as the ‘Link to Parking’ and ‘Travel Advice’ are copied into delegate emails and
recommend that you ignore these. The exception is the ‘Directions to Venue’
button, which lets you supply instructions to help your delegates.
When you add a Venue resource to a schedule it should be pulled in to the
schedule’s ‘Location and Address’ tab and from there into email templates. It is good
practice to check the contents of that tab before finalising the schedule.

General tips on trainer and venue resources.
•
•
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Supplying the name of the ‘Owner’ (Administrator responsible for the resource)
helps system support to identify who to contact in case of queries.
It is good practice to periodically check your resources and mark any you no longer
use as ‘Not Available for bookings’. This will prevent lists and menus from getting
cluttered. You can view and resurrect obsolete resources by unticking ‘Show
Available Only’ in the resource search.
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10.2 Deleting a schedule (rarely used)
It is usually easier for the User just to cancel the schedule (as above, 4.4 on page 29). It is
rare to follow the steps below.
Schedules can be deleted by Administrators (but not Users). Schedules cannot be deleted if
they have any resources, delegates or other objects linked to them, so those have to be
removed first.
1. On the schedule, click the ‘Change Schedule Days/Dates’ tab.
2. Click the ‘Delete Day’ link.

10.3 Deleting a course template
Course templates can be deleted by Administrators by using the ‘Delete Course’ tab on the
course template. However. It is usual for the User to make the course inactive instead (see
3.5).
Course templates cannot be deleted if they have any schedules, resources, inclusions,
delegates, evaluations or other objects linked to them. You would have to delete all these
constituents first, but it is usually much easier for the User just to render the course inactive
(see 3.5).

1. To delete a course template, go to the Delete Course tab.

2. When prompted: Are you sure you want to delete this course, click OK.
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11 OTHER TIPS AND (UNTESTED) FACILITIES
11.1 Recent History
You can use ‘View Recent History’ to return to schedules and delegate records that you
have used recently; this can be very useful if you get lost and want to quickly navigate back.

11.2 Documentation.
A tab on the course template. Uploads a file for a tutor, who has to log in to download it.
Note: It does not provide documents to delegates.

11.3 View Calendars
Bear in mind that the resource may have other bookings in Outlook or the room booking
system. You are only seeing bookings make within Oncourse and this does not interact with
other calendars.
Resource Weekly Calendar
This allows you to look at one week for a named resource.
1. From the ‘Calendar’ menu, select Resource Weekly Calendar.
2. Search for or scroll for a resource on the list.
Resource Monthly Calendars
1. From the ‘Calendar’ menu, select Resource Monthly Calendar Detailed or Resource
Monthly Calendar Summary
2. Choose a Resource Type, eg Venue.
3. Choose other options if wished
4. If the data does not appear, choose Refresh
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Monthly Calendars (for all teams)
The detailed ‘Monthly Calendar’ may be of some use to view upcoming events, but it shows
the bookings of all teams on the system and so it can get very cluttered. It shows only the
OnCourse internal calendar, which is not linked to University Google Calendars.
There is also a weekly calendar.
1. From the ‘Calendar’ menu, select Monthly Calendar Detailed or Monthly Calendar
Summary.

11.4 Tutor self-service
Internal tutors have the ability to log in as ‘Internal tutors’ and view their courses including
timings, venues and delegate lists. See OnCourse System Tutor: Practical Guide.
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APPENDIX 1: Facilities guide: menus and tabs to use and avoid
Menu structure: GREEN we use, RED we avoid, others optional (not trained)
Menu bar
Action

Calendar
Contact

Course

Mailshot

Drop-down menus
Actions for me
Actions from me
Actions all
Various calendar views
Find Company
Find Contact
Update Analysis Codes
Activities
Book Private Delegate – Wizard
Bookings
Course Templates
Refresher Training
Schedule Availability
Waiting List
Mailshot
Mailshot by Course
Campaigns
New Customer Contact
Analysis Code Usage

Maintain
Reports
About

Comments

OnCourse internal calendar

Frequent – also see below
Frequent – also see below

Very limited use by Administrator role
only
Course Reports
Management reports
About
Info
Online Help

Available to Administrator role only

Course Template tabs: GREEN we use, RED we avoid, others optional (not trained)

Schedule tabs:
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APPENDIX 2: Delegate statuses and their meaning
These statuses apply to delegate bookings and cancellations. Statuses can be set by
administrators through ‘Delegates and Printing’: see 6.2 on page 42.
Statuses that start with the word ‘Cancelled’ do not count toward a schedule’s count of the
number of delegates enrolled.
Status

Use for

Attended

Attended course to tutor’s satisfaction

Attended – part only

Attended only part of course (e.g., left early)

Cancelled- annual leave
Cancelled – course cancelled

Use when an entire schedule has been cancelled (e.g., tutor
sick)

Cancelled – declined

Declined a waiting list offer

Cancelled – diary clash
Cancelled – did not accept

Waiting list offer timed-out (no response 3 days after the
offer)

Cancelled – late notice

Within provider’s late cancellations period (penalty charge, if
applicable)

Cancelled – no longer
relevant
Cancelled – other reason
Cancelled – pressure of
work
Cancelled – sick
Confirmed

Firm booking, confirmation sent, but course has not yet run

Did not attend

Did not show up on the day (penalty charge, if applicable)

Did not attend - excused

Did not show up, but gave an acceptable reason (no penalty
charge)

Offered

Waiting list place has been offered

Provisional

Provisional booking (place reserved), confirmation not yet sent

Status unknown

e.g., roster has been lost, attendance has not been recorded.
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